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Presentation Notes
For use with the Sustainable FloridiansSM program.  This presentation is intended to be shown first, followed by a Florida-Friendly Landscaping presentation specific to your area of the state.Reviewed by Guillermo Salazar, Florida-Friendly Landscaping, Miami-Dade County, and Joe Sewards, Urban Horticulture, Volusia County.



Preferences ? A B 

C 

Which landscape 
do you like the 
best? 
 
Which do you 
like the least? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the audience to indicate preference by a show of hands.Note the best and least liked.
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Preferences ? A B 

C 

A—Somewhat manicured, 
neat, colorful, good variety  

B—Not manicured, messy, 
less colorful, good variety 

C—Very manicured, 
formal somewhat colorful, 
less variety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the results of a pilot study to explore preferences for residential landscapes.Preference is in order as listed on slide along with comments about the images.



A B 

C 

A—Somewhat manicured, 
neat, colorful, good variety  

C—Not manicured, messy, 
less colorful, less variety 

B—Very manicured, 
formal not colorful, no 
variety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A—preferred by everyoneC—preferred by members of the Native Plant SocietyB—preferred by focus group members in a typical planned unit development (PUD)



A 

B 

C 

B—Somewhat manicured, 
somewhat neat, colorful, 
variety  

A—Very manicured, formal, 
very colorful, less variety 

C—Not manicured, messy, 
less colorful, good variety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A—preferred but only for the colorB—preferred overall



Aesthetic Preferences—How do we 
think about Landscapes? 

 Average person evaluates 
landscapes on visual 
aspects 
 

 All senses—Visual 
experience most 
important to people 
 

 Aesthetics is a factor in 
human behavior and 
experience 
 

 The higher the preference 
the more likely people will 
care for the landscape 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the average person evaluate a landscape?Primarily by the visual appeal. Most people don’t have sufficient ecological knowledge to judge a landscape by ecological value.Vision provides us with the most information—orients us to our environment.We behave differently based on the visual quality of our environment—for example, people take better care of landscapes with color and greater visual appeal.



Aesthetic Preferences—what do we 
like? 

 Colorful, large flowers 
 Large plants 
 Canopy trees, clean 

growth habit 
 Organized complexity 

(variety)—pattern 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people prefer:Large colorful flowersLarge plants with a distinct, well defined formTrees with a full, wide spread canopy and a neat formComplexity to provide interest—but not too complex. Prefer some organization, a recognizable pattern that helps them “read” the landscape and feel secure, not lost.



What do we like? 

 Multiple beds and 
curved bedlines 

 Design sophistication 
 Open vistas 
 Least important—type 

of  plant material 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prefer more than one plant bed for interest, and arching or curved bedlines that give a neat appearance, as opposed to a very naturalistic ragged appearancePrefer a sophisticated design—one that looks planned or intentional with interesting varietyPrefer open spaces and nice views—like to see beyond—what’s going onType of plant material is not important as long as it looks good. Don’t select plants for ecological value.



What do we like? 

 Exhibit care, well 
kept—messy vs. neat 

 Human influence—
usually with a built 
element 

 Clear in use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prefer landscapes that show care—a neat, well-kept landscape is associated with having the money/time to care for itPrefer some evidence of human influence—shows our ability to control the landscape (not too wild)Prefer landscapes that are clearly intended for a particular use—sometimes only for showClear signs of what you can do in the landscape



Aesthetic 
Preferences 
Why do we like what we 

like about landscapes 
 

1. Innate Evolutionary 
Theory  

2. Prospect/Refuge Theory 
3. Emotion/Pleasure 

Theory 
4. Cultural/experience 

Theory 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several theories have been developed to explain why we like what we like in landscapes.



 
Evolutionary  
Theory 

Preference for savannah 
characteristics—low 
ground cover, even 
texture, pastoral, depth of  
field, widely scattered 
groups of  trees  

Appleton 1975, Balling and Falk 1982, Brush 1979, Brown and Daniel 1984, Daniel and Booster 1976, Daniel 1988, 
2001, Falk and Balling 2009, Kaplan 1977, 1992, Orians and Heerwagen 1992, Ribe 1989, 1990, Sommer and Summit 
1996, Ulrich 1983, 1993 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Evolutionary TheoryWe prefer a savannah-type landscape because our ancestors evolved on the savannah which was ideal for survival. Open space to find animals for food, open enough to see predators and yet enough shelter (trees) to hide from them. Children prefer savannah landscapes because they are easy to read—one reason why behaviorists believe it is an evolutionary preference.Conifer forests too dense and complexDeciduous forests also to complex—hard to seeDesert lacks shelter and interest



Historical 
Worldwide landscape 
patterns where preferences 
could be expressed: English 
estates, Italian gardens, 
French estates, and Japanese 
gardens 
 
 

Hyanns 1971, Jellicoe and Jellicoe 1975, 
Newton 1971, Stroud 1975 

Blenheim, Oxfordshire 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout history people who have had the means (power and money) to manipulate the land have created landscapes that resemble savannahs. Japanese gardens are savannahs on a small scale: clipped trees resemble trees on the savannah (a narrow trunk and wide spreading canopy is the most preferred tree form).



 
Prospect/ 
Refuge Theory 

Beneficial to survival—
opportunity to see (prospect) 
and to hide (refuge) Open 
spaces, low shrubs, clumps of  
trees 
 

Appleton 1975, Gibson 1979, Hartung et al. 2003, Hill and Daniel 2008, Kaplan 1992, Parsons and 
Daniel 2002, Parsons 1991, Parsons et al 1994, 1993, Rourke 2007, Ulrich 1983, Zajonc 1980 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. Prospect/Refuge TheoryPeople seek landscapes that will help them survive the best—a landscape where they can see what’s happening around them, but where they can also hide if needed. Landscapes with large open areas next to dense patches of trees gives the opportunity to live on the edge and have both conditions.



 
Emotion/ 
Pleasure Theory 
Preference emotional 
process—not based on 
knowledge—did not alter 
aesthetic preference for 
savannah characteristics 

Vera Lea Rinker Native Plant Garden, Stetson 
University, DeLand 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. Emotion/Pleasure Theory The emotion/pleasure theory says that we choose landscapes that appeal to us emotionally—perhaps from visual quality or a past connection.In a study where people rated landscapes and then learned more about the ecology of the landscape, the knowledge did not change their preferences.Question whether educational signage helps people like plants more



 
Culture/Experience  
Theory 

Experience and culture modified 
preference—adults had equal 
preference for settings they were 
familiar with and savanna type 
settings. 
 
Cross cultural agreement on  
basic features—openness,  
smooth ground surface and  
water or evidence of  water  
(green vegetation) 
 

Fischer and Shrout 2006, Gobster 
1994, Hammitt 1979, Helson 1964, 
Herzog, Herbert, Kaplan & Crooks 
2000, Kaplan and Herbert 1987, Kaplan 
and Kaplan 1989, Zajonc 1968 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. Culture/Experience TheoryExperience can modify preferences slightly:  adults who had spent more time in a particular landscape and were familiar with it had equal preference for that landscape and the savannah type. Children who had spent much less time in a landscape because of their young age still preferred the savanna landscape.Across all cultures there are preferences for some basic landscape features—openness and smooth ground (savannah-like), and water. Behaviorists believe all people are attracted to water because it is essential for life and we like the security of knowing it is nearby.



 
Cultural Norms 
What will the neighbors think 
Social acceptance—“Fit in” with         
neighborhood aesthetic norms 
• Good relations with neighbors 
• Exhibit pride of  ownership 
• Public space—community 
 

Nasar 1983, Nassauer 1988, Yabiku 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humans are social animals and very concerned with how we “fit” in with our neighbors. We live by certain social rules called social norms that dictate how we should act.We are concerned about what our neighbors think of us, and want to fit in with the aesthetic norms. Our front yard represents us—we want to show others we are proud of our home ownership.



 
Cultural Norms 

• Property value—green lawn, 
large trees, well kept, colorful 
plants 
• Security— well kept (cue that 
the yard is cared for), open 
views, traditional designs 
 

Henderson et al. 1998, Nassauer 1988, 
1993, Gobster 1994, Schulhof 1989 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Credits: MONEY Magazine, Sept 2008—article stated that the best way to increase the value of your property was to turn your lawn into a fine green carpet.Want to maintain our property value—single biggest investment.Want other people to know that the house is lived in (someone is there) and taken care of—less likely to be vandalized or invite burglars.



 
 

Cultural Norms 

Desert was 
beautiful but 
preferred lush 
landscapes (turf  
grass and 
shrubs). Pro-
environmental 
attitude only 
meant the use of  
less turf 

• Maintenance knowledge 
• Concerned about wildlife 
• Environmental attitude 
                                                                                
 

Nasar 1983, Nassauer 1988, Yabiku 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of maintenance knowledge can make people go with what they know.Concerned about undesirable wildlife that might be attracted to a more “wild” areaAlso concerned they may not be able to see dangerous wildlife.Environmental attitude may be limited—what’s appropriate for their yard may not be the same for other areas.



Theory of Plant 
Blindness 
o Personal meaning 
o Anthropocentric 
o Immobile 
o Attention to edges 
o 6 different visual choices 
o Survival value 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plant Blindness TheorySome people don’t notice plants—they are not aware of them. Behaviorists believe there are several reasons:Plants don’t mean anything personally to them; they don’t remember them from childhoodMany people only notice other people—anthropocentrically orientedPlants don’t move (from one location to another). When people or vehicles move it commands our attention. Behaviorists believe this is another reaction we are hard-wired for—those who are more sensitive to movement survived longer.We tend to pay attention to edges and form. Plants that are not well-defined don’t catch our attention—which is also why we like bold forms in plant material.When observing a scene, most people don’t notice more than 6 different things about a landscape—plants are often more complex.Many people assess a landscape based on survival—is it dangerous or safe?  



 

Ecological 

Landscape  
o  Small, light colored flowers 
o  Dense vegetation, less pruned 
o  Loose, uneven growth habit 
o  Less defined organization 
o  Messy, unkempt 
o  Less human influence 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecological landscapes visually look the opposite of the preferred landscapes, which may be one reason there is resistance to using native plants.



Ecological Landscapes: 

Organization/Pattern  
• Native plants in traditional 

patterns 
• Native plants in contemporary 

or architectural patterns 

Ladybird 
Johnson 
Wildflower 
Garden 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecological landscapes lack organization and pattern when used in traditional (natural) patterns.Using native plants in more contemporary patterns may be more acceptable.Example—the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Garden: When first planted, people walked through the wildflower meadows and asked where the gardens wereGardens were redesigned to have a grid pattern with raised bedsThe same plants that were in the meadows were also used in the plantersVisitors recognized the area as gardens



Cues to Care 
 Lawn panel 
 Flowering plants, 

colorful trees, large, 
showy flowers 

 Fence 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cues to Care—Joan NassauerDesign techniques that show the presence of human influence or care. These techniques make ecological landscapes with native or more wild-looking plants more acceptable.Lawn panel—need only a small amount of turf to have impact. Turf can provide a calm area to rest the eye and organize other plants.The fence is a human element that shows care—also shows ownership and provides a barrier between public and private space



 

Cues to Care 

 Mown strips of  turf 
 Accent plants near 

pathway 
 Pathways 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mown strips around meadows can show nice contrast to the ‘messiness’ of the meadowColorful plants near pathways call attention to a man-made structurePathways help organize a space and provide a calm area with little detail to contrast with plants



Cues to Care  
 Massing and structure 
 Naturalistic plantings with 

formal plantings 
 Wildlife feeders and 

birdhouses 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use plants in masses to add structure (organization) to the gardenMix natural looking plants with clipped plants. Examples—a clipped hedge as a border around mixed plants; a clipped treeBirdhouse and feeders show care for wildlife



Cues to Care  

 Linear plantings— 
     plants in rows 
 Trimmed Shrubs 
 Foundation plants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linear plantings provide organization and a clean lookShrubs trimmed to maintain a nice form If shrubs are trimmed, you don’t have to worry about trimming or deadheading bedding plants.Foundation plants give a traditional finished look Expected look that makes people more comfortable with the landscape



Cues to Care  
 Bold patterns 
 Color composition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plants with bold patterns tend to look cleanerA planned color palette looks intentional—as opposed to randomly mixed colors



Resources 

The Dynamic Landscape: Design, Ecology, and 
Management of  Naturalistic Urban Planting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good resources
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